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List of required materials: 

 Sewing machine 

 Serger (optional) 

 Scissors, 

 Pins 

 Measuring tape or ruler 

 Iron 

 Tracing paper for cutting out all sizes 

 Fabric and ¾ inch elastic 

These pants fit very slim around the legs due to the style!  The waist has comfy elastic. Options are 

adding ruffles and shortening the length to make capris. 

The leg length want be checked BEFORE you finish the pants to make sure you chose the correct inseam!  

More info is in the instructions! 

Note for the paper cutouts: Print without scaling and check 1” print scale.  

The following sizes are only guides and are based on an average measurement chart: 

Full length pants: 

Size                                  appr. finished Inseam                      cut ¾ inch wide elastic     fabric yardage 

doll            5 ¼ “         13”      1/3  yd 

0-6m            6 ¾ “         14”        ½ yd 

6-12m                                          8 ¾ ”                                              15”                                  ½ yd 

12-18m                                       10”                                                17.5”                                ¾  yd 

2t                                                 12”                                                 20”                                    ¾ yd   

3t                                                 13 ¼ ”                                            20.5”                                 1 yd 

4t                                                 15.5”                                              22”                                    1 yd 

5t                                                 17.5”                                              21.5”                                 1 yd 

6                                                   19.5”                                               22”                                    1 yd 

7                                                   21”                                                  23”                                    1 yd  

8            22 ¾ “           24”         1 yd 
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To add ruffles: trim off inseam length in order to make up for the difference for the ruffles. Ruffles can 

be of any length (measured from top to bottom). The width should be about twice the width of BOTH 

pant legs together! 

 

Capri pants: 

For Capri pants fold over the paper template to where you want the pants to end at. There is no set 

measurements on how long capris should be. My suggestion is to go at least 2 inches up from the 

bottom hem.  

Seam allowance:  3/8 inch 

To construct templates: cut each page along the tiny dashed lines. The FRONT pieces are labeled with 

triangles and the numbers 1a, 1b, 1c. The BACK pieces have 2a, 2b and 2c. Match triangles to make 

diamonds. 

Please see diagrams for piecing your template together: 

FRONT: 
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BACK: 

 

Cut out the desired size following the specific lines (dots, dashes etc.) For cutting all sizes at once you 

may trace pattern onto tracing paper as with cutting one size all other sizes (lines) won’t be intact 

anymore! 

To cut out your fabric: 

Fold your fabric over widthwise and place your template onto fabric. Pin in all corners through fabric: 

 

Cut out 2 front pieces and 2 back pieces. Always fold over your fabric so you will have 2 pieces with 

opposite fabric prints. 
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These should be your pant pieces (2 front pieces on the left and 2 back pieces on the right): 

 

NOTE: to make sure that you cut the correct inseam (that’s measured from crotch to bottom hem, how 

long the pants will fit on the legs) check NOW by measuring the cut pieces from crotch, take about ¼ 

inch away from the crotch and start measuring from that point down to the hem, take about 1.5 inches 

away from the bottom hem for the fold. That should now be your finished inseam measurement. If you 

need to adjust the inseam to make it shorter simply trim off from the bottom and cut the same curve. If 

it’s to short you can lengthen the inseam once you finish the bottom hem by not folding over twice but 

serge/overcast the bottom hem and fold it over just once and then sew.  My pants’ inseam are average 

but you can always adjust them by following these steps! 
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Take one pant leg each (front and back) and lay them with right sides together as shown. I placed arrows 

to show you from where to where you want to pin. Then sew where you pinned and serge/overcast the 

edge. 

 

This should now be your pant leg once you sewed it. Please repeat with other leg pieces. Topstitch the 

seam if preferred. 
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Note: if you are adding ruffles please follow these steps: 

For my capris I am making a cute opposite look and I have my Capri pieces cut out as follows: 

Pink pieces 1x front & 1x back, green pieces 1x front & 1x back, red strips 2x ruffles (to be cut twice the 

width of BOTH leg pieces!) 

 

Finish your ruffle as desired. I roll hemmed mine. Repeat with other ruffle. 
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INSTRUCTION of ADDING ruffles: 
 

If you like to add a ruffle to your pants please do that BEFORE you sew insides together! 

Cut a fabric strip of the width you want your ruffle to be. Take in consideration if you like to 

serge the hemline or fold it over and sew it. Cut your ruffle strip twice the length of the width of 

your pants. Easier said, if your leg pieces measure 16 inches in width cut a strip of 32 inches in 

length times two.  
 

Then set your sewing machine to the longest stitch length and the highest number tension. This 

way your machine should automatically gather your fabric! (If your machine doesn’t allow this 

setting you may set your tension to 2-3 and to the longest stitch length and sew. Then manually 

pull the upper thread to gather your ruffle. ) 

 

Sew along the raw edge with a seam allowance of about ¼ inch very slowly. 

This should now be your gathered ruffle piece: 
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Spread out your pant leg as shown: 

 

Distribute the ruffle to match up with the bottom hem of your pant leg: 
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Flip ruffle over to let right sides meet and pin along the edge. Sew between arrows with backstitching: 

 

Serge/zigzag stitch raw edge: 

 

Top stitch if desired: 
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Fold this pant leg over with right sides together and pin the inner seam as shown with my arrows. Then 

sew and serge/overcast. 

NOTE: if the size you are making is smaller than 3t please finish the bottom hem first BEFORE you sew 

the pant legs together! Skip now to section “finishing the bottom hem” It’s easier to do that way. 

 

These should be your two finished pant legs: 
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Turn one leg inside out as shown: 

 

Insert the leg into the other as shown: 
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Match the crotch as shown in the picture below and pin the entire rise: 

 

This is a side view of the rise which I pinned: 
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Sew the rise and serge/overcast the edges. Start sewing from the top of the waist down and across the 

crotch and up again to finish at the other side of the rise: 

 

Take out the leg that has been inserted into the other leg and this is how your pants should look like 

now: 
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To create the waist elastic casing serge/zigzag stitch the waist edge and fold down to about 1 inch and 

press. You may pin or go straight to sewing. 

 

Mark a 2 inch opening for inserting the elastic later on and sew the casing right on top of the 

serged/zigzag stitched  seam, backstitch at beginning and end of opening: 
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NOTE: this is the last chance to double check the inseam before you finish the pants. Place your 

measuring tape or ruler right onto the crotch and measure to the bottom hem. Count the 1.5 inch in for 

the bottom hem . You should now be able to pin point if that’s going to be the desired inseam 

measurement for your project.  

 

FINISHING THE BOTTOM HEM: 

If you are making a size below 3t you should have finished the bottom hem before you reach this 

section. It’s simply easier to fold down and sew the hem one the pants have not been sewn together. 

Fold down the bottom hem which is slightly curved to about ¾ inch and press. It’s a bit tricky to press 

the curved hem but you may push the fabric a little bit so it’s slightly “bunched” up.  
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Fold down once more to ¾ inch and press. Please make sure to achieve an even look of the fold which 

means it should measure about ¾ inch all over.  

 

Sew close to the inner folded edge. I placed my arrows to show you that I have two tiny wrinkles in my 

fold which are okay  since they won’t show on the other side. Repeat with other leg. 
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To finish the waist elastic secure a safety pin to your elastic (3/4 inch width) and insert it into the casing. 

Once you reach the opening hand stitch both ends closed with several stitches or machine stitch if 

preferred. Sew the opening closed. Press your flared pants from the outside.  

 

You are done! 
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DESIGN EXAMPLES: 

{shown with BOW TWIRL TOP/DRESS} 

                   

   

For instant download ebooks please visit  http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/   Blog:  http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/ 

For questions please email  whimsycouture@hotmail.com 

Thank you so much for using this pattern!  Copyright  © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or 

distribute without my consent) 
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